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Mirage – A Tribute to Fleetwood Mac

Mirage is a talented and entertaining tribute to the original and internationally loved, Fleetwood Mac. Since 2002,
Mirage has been bringing the voices, the music, and their admiration of Fleetwood Mac’s unforgettable music to stages
across the country. As a band of accomplished musicians, they are dedicated performers bringing fans a show
reminiscent of the real thing with their overall professional musical skills.
 
Michelle Tyler fronts the band as the lovely Stevie Nicks. Michelle’s uncanny vocal ability has earned her much praise
from fans of Stevie and concert critics alike. Mirage has been recognized as one of the “Worlds Greatest Tribute
Bands”, and Michelle appeared as the iconic Stevie on two seasons of the popular national broadcasts on AXS TV. She
has appeared on the Dick Clark production, “Your Big Break”, as well as “ The Next Big Thing”. Michelle captures the
style, allure, and magical whimsy of Stevie Nicks with her sultry vocals and authentic wardrobe of lush velvet and lace.
 
Bruce Lawrence, is a very talented artist who performs the role of Lindsey Buckingham on stage. He skillfully plays guitar
and sings the songs that Lindsey admirers know and remember. As an accomplished instrumentalist who has recorded
and toured nationally since 1999, Bruce has played and recorded with legendary musicians and producers from around
the world.
 
Michelle and Bruce are joined by a powerful group of stellar musicians who recreate the look and sound so closely that
they are appreciated for their authenticity. The band proudly and loudly performs Fleetwood Mac’s memorable music
down to the last detail.
 
Bob Weitz as bassist John McVie is superb. Having enjoyed a lucrative career as a very successful musician, an
Academy Award-winning sound engineer, an accomplished guitarist, a producer, and an all-around technical wiz kid -
Bob enjoys entertaining the fans when he lays down the McVie bass lines with steady authority.
 
Carla Buffa performs the on-stage soulful persona of Christine McVie while also being an accomplished keyboardist and
vocalist. Carla's background includes musical theater experience and she is Berklee trained as well as accepted into the
Master of Music program at USC.
 
Richard Graham channels the incomparable percussionist, Mick Fleetwood. Richard has played with some of the best
musicians across the country and his tribute performances capture the precise back-beat style that Mick fans can easily
recognize.
 
Over the years, Mirage has performed in large venues, arenas, and music theaters to joyful audiences. They love what
they do – showcasing their great live vocals and tight sets of all their favorite Fleetwood Mac songs. This band is
wonderful for concert halls, casino events, huge outdoor festivals, private events, and night clubs. 
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“The Closest thing to the real Stevie Nicks!”
–Jerry L. Greenberg (Atlantic Records CEO)       

 
 
“Mirage beautifully brings the music and energy of Fleetwood Mac to life. Get ready for a spot on tribute!”

–Katie Daryl (Producer and Host - AXS TV “The Worlds Greatest Tribute Bands”)      
 
 
“Mirage stands above the multitude of Fleetwood Mac tribute bands out there. They really nail the look, the sound, the
whole package. Our audiences turn out for Mirage every time!”

–Dori Moura, Entertainment Coordinator Feather Falls Casino
 
 
“Every show has been successful and well received. They are always well dressed and well prepared and the audience
loves them. I will continue to book them with confidence because I know they will always bring their  ‘A game” to every
performance.”

–Steve Selak – Selak Entertainment, Inc.
 
 
“Mirage is a tight top notch band who “deliver the goods” on a musical level, they are always professional, prepared,
flexible and easy to work with. I give both the band and individuals high marks and would recommend them without
reservation.”

–Eric Greenberg Liberty City Entertainment     
 
 
“When you listen to Mirage you will swear you are listening to Fleetwood Mac from the identical sound down to the
look, costumes and movements of the artists on stage. Michelle represents Stevie to a "T”.. would recommend them
without hesitation to anyone who is planning a concert event.”

–Rick Muzzy WPTW Classic Hits and Muzzy Broadcasting       

“Spectacular performances, awesome talent, a tribute band like no other. Sold out shows at all of our casinos! Love
them!”

–Kathie Spehar, Corporate Director of Entertainment Cannery Casino Resorts
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